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SPRINGclean

EXPERT TIPS FOR THE CULL-OPHOBIC
For some, the idea of spring cleaning your shoe closet is about as appealing as a
trip to the dentist however, keeping your heavenly heels organized, clutter-free
and in good shape will not only increase their shelf life but make you a happier
(and better dressed) human being. In order to make the process a little smoother,
we asked the experts for tips on how to maximize space, avoid culling pitfalls and
make way for new shoes.

For Professional Organizer Barbara Reich of
Resourceful Consultants, eliminating clutter is
a way of life. With a BA in Psychology and an
MBA in Management, she began her career as a
management consultant before becoming the
clutter eliminator. — ResourcefulConsultants.com

THROW OR TOSS?
You would throw or toss if:
1. It’s broken and can’t be fixed.
2. It’s so uncomfortable that you never wear
it—even when it’s the “perfect shoe.” In this case,
consign the shoe or give it away.
3. You haven’t worn it in the last year.
4. You loved it but it’s terribly dated and not likely
to make a come back.

THE KEY TO A CLUTTER FREE SHOE
WARDROBE?
1. Once you’ve filled up all of your available

space to store shoes, you can’t buy a new pair
without giving away a
pair—one in, one out
rule.
2. Don’t buy a shoe
that’s a duplicate of
one you have and like.
For example, don’t buy
another black pointy toe
pump just because it’s on
sale if you already own a
black pointy toe pump of
the same heel height.

“Don’t
buy a shoe
that’s a
duplicate
of one you
have and
like.”

IS THERE A
REWARD?
You should always reward yourself with a postcloset clean reward, particularly if you’ve opened
up space that could be filled with new shoes!

Lisa Zaslow is the founder of Gotham Organizers.
She holds a Master’s in Organizational
Psychology and has over ten years experience as
an organization and productivity expert. So yes,
when it comes to spring cleaning your shoe closet
she knows better than most the areas in which we
could use a little help. — GothamOrganizers.com

IS THERE AN ADVANTAGE TO BEING
ORGANIZED?
Out of sight really is out of mind. When I work
with a client to organize her shoe closet,
inevitably we’ll find a pair of beauties on a high
shelf, in an unlabeled box, or hidden in a corner
and the client will exclaim, “I forgot I had those!”
When your shoe closet is disorganized, it’s
impossible to know what you have, so when
you’re out shopping you’re more likely to buy
things remarkably similar to what you already
own—hello four pairs of almost-identical black
stilettos.
Organize your collection so that it’s as fun to
“shop” in your own closet as at your favorite
boutique. Arrange your shoes so that it’s easy
to find what you’re looking for. This could be by
function (work, dressy, casual); type (boot, heel,
flat); designer; color—whatever combination
works for you.
Display your shoes neatly on shelves so you can
see everything at a glance. Space at a premium?
Store shoes with one heel and one toe facing out
to save precious inches, or put one shoe behind
its mate on a deep shelf.

OUR BIGGEST SPRING CLEANING
MISTAKE?
Not doing it! Your love of shoes may know no
bounds, but your closet space, alas, is finite. It’s
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always more fun to buy new than to edit out the
old, but if your closet is over-stuffed, it makes it
harder to find and organize the pairs you really
love. Clear out the shoes and boots you rarely—
or never—wear.
Think of yourself
as a gardener,
pruning the dead
wood so that new
branches can
grow and flower.

“Think of
yourself as
a gardener,
pruning the
dead wood
so that new
branches can
grow and
flower.”

Too often my
clients hold
onto shopping
mistakes,
especially
if they were
expensive. These
are actually the
best shoes to let
go of—expensive shoes are the easiest to sell!
Online consignment sites like TheRealReal.com
make it simple to turn your closet clutter into
cash.
If there are a few pairs that you can’t bear to
part with because of their sheer gorgeousness or
for sentimental reasons, take photos of them or
install a high shelf about a foot from the ceiling
and display them.

SEASONAL TRICKS?
To keep up with changing styles, your shoe
closet has to change too. Do a seasonal swap to
keep the shoes you wear most often visible and
accessible. As spring comes, move winter wear
to higher, less convenient shelves and put bright,
light styles where they are easy to see and grab.
Adjustable shelves make it easy to maximize your
space, accommodating thigh-high boots in the
winter and slinky sandals in spring and summer.

